1. MESA Program updates
   a. Panel debrief from Oct. 12—**went well! City College is working on further recruiting mentees. Once they get back to us with a rough estimate, we’ll start recruiting mentors.**
   b. (Mentor) Application phase: **Coming in December**

2. FFLS: TOMORROW (Th. 11/3 at 4:00)

3. SoF Elections (Th. 11/3 at 1:00)

4. Coffee Hour: Tu, 11/15 (Sophie: Tempered Radicalism)

5. Sophie- **Wants to begin a discussion on improving family leave arrangements for TSRI employees/post docs and grad students.** Email Sophie ([sshevick@scripps.edu](mailto:sshevick@scripps.edu)) if you’re interested in participating in future conversation/action on the topic or have particularly relevant insight or experience on the issue.

6. Other updates
   a. AWiS/CPSO updates
   b. **Movie Night?** – **Screening “Miss Representation” on Tu 11/29 at 5:30pm In Keck (awaiting confirmation on this).** Light dinner provided. Organized by Emily and Miriam.
   c. **December coffee hour pending above?** – **December Coffee Hour will be a discussion on Miss Representation. It will occur either 12/6 or 12/8 (awaiting confirmation on this from Emily also).**

7. Next meeting: Dec 7 – **be prepared to discuss a new monthly meeting time for Jan-May 2016.**